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Final Reflection: 1)What I have learn about myself as a reader and writer this
semester is that before I did not take writing and reading seriously and now
that this semester ended, now I take writing and reading seriously and I i
think that these two things are essential in our everyday life because
without writing and reading people will not be able to express their feelings
and also tell their everyday experiences in life and without reading people
will not be able to improve your focus,memory,empathy,and communication
skills. 2)The way that I develop in this semester as a reader and a writer
was that as a writer now when I write with more detail in my writings and
also when I write I focus on my expressions in my writing so that I can
make my readers enjoy my writing but also make my writing interesting but
also not to boring at the same time, as a reader what I have develop is that
now when I read I put my self in the writer's perspective and imagine why
did the writing wrote this and what is he/she trying to show in his/her
reading and how conveying is his/her writing, but also how their ideas
impacted their writing and that they are impressive to also recommend their
writing to other people, and last but not least in when you read a book or
anything in particular you have to see if the reading is that IT leaves a
lesson to you and how this lesson has impacted you in some way. 3) What I
have learn from this class and might transfer this knowledge to other
situations is that reading and writing is something that should be in our
everyday lives and also something that we should be improving every
single time and that we should know that writing helps us communicate
with other and also it helps us to express our feelings and share our ideas
to other and see if also agree to what others think about our writing and
also take those advises so that we can improve more in our writing, also



what i have learn is that there is no right or wrong answer in writing nor
reading but we should take every single advise that we get so that we can
understand what is to be writer and a reader, and how putting ideas to
make a good writing and also a reading is not easy and that whatever we
can learn from these two kinds of stuff in English, also what is for me one of
the
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most important things that i have learn in this class from this semester is
communication and how this can helps us to share our ideas and be
confident on what we have to say and that we should not just be stuck with
our on beliefs but to also take other people's ideas and also to respect
them in every single way. 4) "I was learning more about the history behind
architecture and how humanity evolved from building houses with rocks to
buildings this massive skyscrapers, so when the time came to go to college
I decided that the major that I was going to chose was architecture and that
is going to be my goal" I included this quote from my narrative essay
because in this quote I explained how I research about architecture and
how when reading and informing myself more about architecture made me
chose this as my career and how this was my goal. "So I got interested in
this question because over the course of the years a lot of cases of murder
had be happening because of gun violence and how most of these cases
are happening because of people been able to have access to guns..." This
is the quote I chose for my reflective annotated bibliography because it
shows how I have informed myself more as a reader and how I took other
people's ideas and implemented them into my reading so that I can
improve my writing. For the gender assignment I don't have any particular
quote but what I can say about my presentation is that I was very organized
and also creative and unique.
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